Press release

SEEHOTEL «WALDSTÄTTERHOF»
February 2017 – The Seehotel Waldstätterhof in Brunnen is one of the most traditional Grand Hotels in
Switzerland. Directly on the shores of Lake Lucerne, you can look out over the lake and up to the Rütliwiese
meadows. A stunning panorama of mountains, crags and water transport many a visitor into a reverie.

Waldstätterhof
Hotel, Brunnen,
Switzerland
Constructed: 1870
Renovation: 2015/2016
Used Products:
Formpark and Villapark,
Oak smoked, natural oiled
Photos: Stefan Küng, Uster

T he Waldstätterhof in Brunned was opened on the 17th July 1870. This modern luxury hotel run by hotelier
Fridolin Fassbind is still reminiscent of the times of yesteryear. The location and views of the hotel are also just as
stunning today as they were back then. No wonder then, that the Waldstätterhof has already been graced with the
presence of such illustrious guests as Queen Victoria of England and Hermann Hesse. In order to maintain the
service and the ambiance of a first class hotel, regular renovations are inevitable. The latest reconstruction work in
the Rôtisserie restaurant, the Baartli bar, the Susten Stube and the new building of the Rütli Saal were completed
in March 2016.
The Ligno in-Raum AG in Emmen is known for its wealth of experience in the field of hotel renovations. The team
developed a renovation concept for the Waldstätterhof that brings together traditional elements with modern
architecture and design in complete harmony. Despite the high demands and the multi-faceted requirements posed
by the respective premises, the team from Ligno in-Raum AG managed to create an impressive overall concept for
the redesigned areas. It was important to the contractors that they make the most of the local resources. That is
why many of the products used were supplied by regional manufacturers.
Bauwerk Parkett supplied “Formpark oak, smoked” and “Villapark oak, smoked” for the floor. “We were impressed
with the products on account of their high quality, which is especially suitable for use in a Grand Hotel”, says
architect Guido Henzmann, founder of Ligno in-Raum AG. Not only the materiality, but also colour and the laying
patterns fit nicely into the architect›s new design concept.
www.bauwerk-parkett.ch
www.waldstaetterhof.ch
www.ligno.ch
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Company profile: Bauwerk Parquet
Bauwerk Parquet, a Swiss company with a long-standing tradition, combines precision and reliability in the manufacture of top quality wooden floors. Proud of its origins, the company constantly strives towards innovation. In the
last few years, Bauwerk has seen significant development and has set out on a new course, converting from a
technological and production-oriented enterprise to a market-oriented company with a focus on healthy living,
sustainability and design.
Since 2014, Bauwerk products have been manufactured at two different sites. Though a second production site has
been established in Kietaviskes (Lithuania), St. Margrethen (Switzerland) still produces over 67% of the company’s
product range. Bauwerk’s product portfolio comprises 350 articles, ranging from 2-layer to 3-layer as well as solid
parquet. Bauwerk sold approximately 4.1 million square metres of parquet in 2016.
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